According to the traditional stabilized biconjugate gradient algorithm (BiCGSTAB) 
Introduction
Many scientific application, such as numerical simulation of computational fluid dynamics(CFD) [1] [2] [3] [4] and simultaneous localization in robotics [5] [6] [7] [8] , etc., need to solve large and complicated linear equations, that is difficult to be solved with direct methods [9, 10] which need more memory to solve. Now there are some iterative methods proposed [11] [12] [13] [14] , which need less memory, solve large and complicated linear equations more efficiently. However, there are some deficiencies of them. In paper [15] , Kestler solved linear PDE's with multi-tree, this method is only fit the symmetric systems. Paper [16, 17] constructed preconditioners to accelerate the convergence rates, that would takes more time and more memory to compute. And some implementations [18] divided the matrix into sub-blocks with CHOLMOD [19] . The arithmetic operations of the linear systems would be performed efficiently with block sub-matrix, but it is only fit to the sparse symmetric positive definite matrix.
In this paper, firstly, we study the BiCGSTAB [20] algorithm for which solving large and unsymmetric systems fast and smoothly, and find that has many SpMV which would take much time. According to the rule of the SpMV, to enhance hit ratio of the Cache andimprovethe data locality of the algorithm, we recursively divided sparse matrix with quarter tree into sub-matrix and reordered them. Secondly, we proposed the QTBiCGSTAB algorithmand analysed some factors that would be influnced on the algorithm's performance, such as the target division length and the properties of the sparse matrix; Thirdly, we
Serial QTBiCGSTAB Algorithm
This section, we proposed QTBiCGSTAB algorithm which is improved the data locality of the BiCGSTAB algorithm with quarter tree, to enhence the cache hit ration. It's well-known that the matrix vector multiplication is the core of the BiCGSTAB algorithm. The performance of the SPMV would be influenced on its performance. In this Section, we propose the struct of the quarter tree tovrecursively divide sparse matrix with quarter tree into sub-matrix and reorders them. Then apply it for QTBiCGSTAB algorithm, and at last compared with BiCGSTAB algorithm to analyze its efficiency.
2.1.Serial QTBiCGSTAB Algorithm
Serial QTBiCGSTAB Algorithm is shown as Algorithm1, which is the solution for the linear equations such as equation (1) . In the algorithm, it suppose the initial gusses value is 0 , the max error is Emax.
where is the result vector, is the calculation vector and is the matrix of which the size is × .
Some details of the algorithm are described as follows:
1) Definition of the TreeNode
The definition of the TreeNode in the algorithm 1 shown as Figure 1 , where rStart, rEnd, cStart, cEnd are the position for the tree node's area in the matrix; data is the non-zeroes of the tree node; tlNode, trNode, dlNode, drNode are respectively top-left, top-right, down-left, down-right children nodes of the tree node. . n/d. To get better efficiency of the division, if the sub-matrix hadn't any none-zero data, it won't be divided continuely, otherwise it won't stop until the sub-matrix's length is shorter or equal to the target division length. The division method would save the time to get treeLeaves, such as Agorithm 2.
The dividing process is detailed shown as Figure 2 . 
Analyze Efficiency of QTBiCGSTAB
This section,we would analyse the efficiency between BiCGSTAB and QTBiCGSTAB algorithm.
SpMV is the kernel of the BiCGSTAB, and the operation would take more time of the algorithm. Due to the sparse matrix is relatively large, the matrix difficultly read into the cache at once time. According to the locality principle of cache, data read order is greatly influenced on the performance of cache. So we would analyze reading amount between two algorithms.
Suppose QTBiCGSTAB algorithm which reorders data of matrix A, would affect vector x i ;b i reading times. According to the core idea of QTBiCGSTAB algorithm, the x i of the caculatorvector x would finish all caculations, then be replaced out of the cache. So we could get each x i read times MQT xi shown as equation (7) and MQT x shown as equation (8) . Elements b i read times is associated with the distribution of the none zero elements of matrix A and the target division length d. M bi (A rc ) shown as equation (9) represents each sub matrix A rc need read b i times. b i read times MQT bi shown as equation (10), and MQT b shown as equation (11) . Finally, we would get MQT shown as equation (12) .
From above analysis, it must select a reasonable target division length d, so that the data would reside longer in the Cache to take part in operation. It means that would reduce the times of replace data block. In following section, we would analyze the efficiency of QTBiCGSTAB algorithm compared with BiCGSTAB from two factors both the target division length and the properties of matrix.
1) the target division length d
Suppose non-zeroes of the matrix A is well-distributed. From equations (9, 10, 11) , the target division length d would be effect on MQT b , and then would be influnced the efficiency of the QTBiCGSTAB algorithm. Suppose d =1, the MQT xi and MQT x would be as equation (7, 8) , MQT b would be as equation (13) .
From equations (4, 2, 3, 7, 8, 13), we would get equation (14) and equation (15) . And from equations (6, 12, 14, 15) we would get MQT equals to M, as equation (16) To get better efficiency, in the ideal case, suppose the target division length d should meet the equation (17) .
2) non-zeroes distribution of the matrix.
From equation (7, 9) , the non-zeroes distribution of the matrix would be effect on MQT x (18, 19, 20, 21) .
Equations (18) (19) (20) (21) shows QTBiCGSTAB replace time complexity is highly reduced, improve the cache hit rate, has better data locality, and more efficiency than BiCGSTAB.
However, suppose in sub matrix A rc , at r row ≠ 0, others = 0, we would get such
. In other words, the properties of matrix would affect on the algorithm efficiency. In the experiment, we must consider the distribution of the sparse matrix's non-zero elements.
3) Time cost for dividing matrix
During thousands of iterations in the algorithm operation,the overhead of the dividing matrix would no longer be a key influence on the whole application performance compared to read data loss.
Parallelized QTBiCGSTAB Algorithm
To summarize the QTBiCGSTAB algorithm, we can find it mainly involves several calculation types as follow: (1) 
3.1.Algorithm Design
According to the principle of parallelization, we try to divide the calculation data on each processor which has relative independence data to calculate, that would reduce the communication among processors and decreases the Cache loss. The core idea of the QTBiCGSTAB is that recursively divide matrix into sub-matrix, which is consistent with distributedprocessing. So it can be rapidly deployed on processors, and can ensure the matrix block deployed with higher data locality. Assume the number of the processors is p, four types calculation of the QTBiCGSTAB algorithm are designed as follow. The parallel algorithm of the Type (1) is shown as algorithm 3; PDATA contains the data of the ith processor. According to the execution steps of the QTBiCGSTAB algorithm, before caculating this type, it should wait the other processors to finish sub-vector z calculation, showing as step 2. At this step, it would overhead wait time. By the principle of data locality, parallelization can greatly improve the hit ratio of cache. BiCGSTAB. So each processor need synchronously calculate to maintain data consistency. The calculated data on each processor is relatively independent, can be very good for parallel computing. The algorithm parallelized would reduce the Cache loss and improve the data locality.
[(index (i-1) /d+1)×d …(index i /d+1)×d]v[(index (i-1) /d+1)×d …(index i /d+1)
3) Calculation Type (3) The data on the ith processor is as follows: (i-1) /d+1)×d …(index i /d+1)×d]being needed for the SpMV on the other processors, it would post semz to other processors with step 9 to 11. During the process, each processor need synchronously calculate to maintain data consistency.
In this calculated type, calculated data on each processor is relatively independent, can be very good for parallel computing. The algorithm parallelized would reduce the Cache misses and improve the data locality. However, it would cost some waiting time for numericalc. 4) Calculation Type (4) Data on the ith processor is as follows: numerical value a, b, c. In order to reduce the network communication overhead, each processor should calculatethis type.
Analysis of the Efficiency of the Parallelized Algorithm
In And total read amout of the i processor MQT(i) as equation (28):
Each iteration of the parallelized QTBiCGSTAB algorithm's time overhead includes reading time, computing time and communication time. We assume each non-zero elements of matrix A computing time is , reading each data need time is and communication time is . Then the ith processor overhead total time TPQT i is shown as equation (29).
Then, we would get the total time TPQTof the parallelized QTBiCGSTAB algorithm as equation (30).
TPQT=maxTPQT i , wherei∈[0, p)
According to the above assuming conditions and the serial QTBiCGSTAB's feature, we would get the total time TQTof the serial QTBiCGSTAB algorithm as equation (31).
In following section, we would analyze the efficiency of parallelized QTBiCGSTAB algorithmcompared with QTBiCGSTAB from two factors both the number of processor p and the properties of matrix.
1) The number of processor p. From above analysis, assuming that the size and sparse of the matrix unchanged, the
Numerical Experiments
The experiment environment is Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 5150 (Woodcrest Framework), frequency 2.66GHz, Bi-physical CPU, Bi-nuclear, 4GB Memory, runs CentOS 5.5 (Final) with 2.6.19 Kernel Version, and the GCC version number is 4.1.2.
We selected CFD matrices from Francois Pacull [21] for testing. Some information of these matrices would be showed as Table 1 . 
Efficiency of the Serial QTBiCGSTAB Algorithm
In this section, the matrixes shown in the Table 1 are tested to show the QTBiCGSTAB's performance associated with the target division length, and to prove that it is more efficient than BiCGSTAB algorithm. For the DK01R and PR02R matrix, their none zeroes distribute densely relatively, the reasonable division length is 256. For the GT01R, RM07R matrix, the none zeroes are scatter relatively, lengthen target division length would get better efficiency, its reasonable division length is 1024, with the length of the target division length d increasing, the nonzero elements in the Cache would stay longer time, It's reasonable target division length d = 1024. After reaching the reasonable division length, the target division length d is more longer, calculated vector replaced more frequently.
2) compared with BiCGSTAB algorithm From Figure 9 , we can see that the QTBiCGSTAB has better performance than the BiCGSTAB. The result is that matrices shown in the Table I , selected reasonable target length. The highest speedup is 1.330 when processing the DK01R matrix with the two algorithms, and the lowest speedup is 1.127 when processing the GT01R matrix; the average speedup is about 1.241.
4.2.Efficiency of the Parallelized QTBiCGSTAB Algorithm

Figure 10. Parallelized QTBiCGSTAB Compared with Serial BiCGSTAB
The speedup of the parallel and serial algorithms with shared memory is shown in Figure  10 . From Figure 10 , we can see speedup of the matrixes such as GT01R, PR02R, RM07R, reaches a linear increase when the number of processors is increasing. For more non-zero elements of these matrixes having, the calculation overhead take mainly part, that result in good parallel performance. However, DK01R's speedup decreases with decreasing processor's amount. There are for some factors. First, DK01R matrix has less non-zeroes, only has 11766, and its dimension is smaller. Second, parallized algorithm involves the relevant data synchronization wait operation. During the process of the calculation, communication overhead take mainly part, it result in worst parallelized performance and the speedup of DK01R is less than 1.None-zeroes of GT01R matrix is more scattered, according to parallelized, none-zeroes on each processor would be not well-balanced. So PR02R matrix is more efficient than GT01R matrix.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a serial QTBiCGSTAB algorithm and parallelized. Firstly, we presented a serial QTBiCGSTAB, then analyzed its performance with two factors both targetdivision length d and the property of the matrix. Secondly, a parallelized QTBiCGSTAB algorithm was proposed, and then analyzed its efficiency compared with serial QTBiCGSTAB. It found that processor's amount and the property of the matrix would be influnced on parallelized QTBiCGSTAB's performance. Finally, we selected some CFD matrices to do numerical experiments, to prove that QTBiCGSTAB is more efficient than BiCGSTAB, and the QTBiCGSTAB algorithm is easy to be parallized.
